








Hoxby is here to create 
change. 

As a social enterprise 
and a certified B Corp, 

we’re committed to using 
business as a force for 
good and to embracing 
our diversity, scale and 

expertise, to deliver 
refreshing work.
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Don’t just take  
our word for it:
Xxxx case study

Desmond Boateng, SEO specialist; part 
of the Hoxby community



Hoxby Marketing
Introduction

BU MarketingYour bespoke team

Becky Wong, Accessibility 
champion, Business lead; part 

of the Hoxby community



Refreshing work
Hoxby gives you access to the collective brainpower and diverse perspective of our professional 
services and creative experts. Through using the latest tech, and by removing bias from the way we 
work, we offer purposefully diverse, globally distributed and tailored teams, to solve your business 
challenges.

With Hoxby, you’ll get access to niche expertise on a global scale. Our 1,000-strong community of 
experts comprises 57 different nationalities working across 43+ countries. Our services include admin, 
comms, creative, Futureproofing, HR and marketing. Our collective brainpower has so far helped brands 
such as AIA, Crunchyroll, Diageo, Etsy, ITV, Merck, Unilever and Warner Media, to name but a few.

Hoxby are committed to using our diverse thinking to deliver innovative solutions, while making a 
positive impact on the world. This is not just our mission, it’s our secret to success.

Toks Coyle



Hoxby - a social enterprise
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As a social enterprise and certified B Corp we’re committed to using business as a force  
for good, by balancing purpose and profit.

Since 2015, Hoxby have been leading the workstyle revolution by pioneering working  
methods that enable greater inclusion and harness the unique diversity, expertise  
and scale of our community. Creating a world of work without bias isn’t just our mission,  
it’s our secret to success.

In 2019 we set up the Hoxby Foundation to further this mission at scale and beyond  
Hoxby itself. The Hoxby Foundation works to apply this knowledge where it can be of  
direct benefit – to those groups who are currently excluded from the workforce. We are  
the proud leaders of the Workstyle Revolution, a global community aiming to take over  
the world and spread the liberating power of the freedom to choose one’s workstyle.

https://hoxbyfoundation.org/
https://the-workstyle-revolution.mn.co/feed










The solution
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